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A Word From Jake Kallies
First off, I would like to begin by extending my heartfelt thanks and appreciation to all the
workers that volunteered to go to Florida. Just as importantly, I want to share my gratitude
with all the managers, coworkers and family members of these individuals as well.
Put simply, it was truly an awesome group of men that stepped forward to go work in
Florida. It was my honor going with this group and I would do it again at the drop of
a hat. That group effort extends beyond each individual worker to their loved ones,
bosses and coworkers – people who had to take on the burdens of an extra work load
at home or work while worrying for the guys as they embarked to unfamiliar territory.
Our group ran the gamut of experience ranging from a first day apprentice to a
lineman in his last year of work before retirement. With such a range of knowledge and
personalities it was an experience that I wish everyone could get. They did everyone
in Wisconsin proud even though most of them will just tell you they were doing their
job. I know that each and every single one of them wished they could have done even more while they were there. They didn’t
want to leave until every person in Florida had their power restored.
We learned some new things while working in
Florida and had to add in some rather odd safety
reminders to the morning tailgates. Cottonmouth
snakes are mean, will strike at you and are
currently in areas they shouldn’t be due to the
hurricane. If bitten, call 911 for a ride to the
hospital and a large dose of antivenom. Great for
a bunch of boys from Wisconsin! While climbing
poles make sure you keep a hammer with you to
take care of the scorpions that live in the holes –
they come out as you climb! Finally, my favorite,
there are gators everywhere and when or if you come across one, do not run straight away. You must zig-zag because of the
way their eyes are on their heads, they must turn their body to see you and that slows them down. Apparently, they can catch
you on a straight away even with those short stubby legs! All I can picture with this is two of us taking off to run and going
smack dab into each other and becoming gator food. I will take the bears and wolves here in Wisconsin any day!
...continued on page 7
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MEUW Executive Director Report
From Jeff Stone

It has been a fast first year for me here at MEUW. It seems like I just became a part of the team, and
yet so much has happened in the 12 months since I took on the role of Executive Director.
Over the course of the year I have been able to travel Wisconsin and visit over 40 of our members
in their communities. This has been a great experience getting to know more about our members
and their utilities, as well as the communities that they serve. Whether it’s George in Cuba City, or Greg in Oconto Falls, I like
being able to picture each of you and your communities when you contact the office for service or with a question.
I have been impressed with the caliber of staff in our MEUW communities, and their openness and willingness to share with
me about their utility, their local community, and how MEUW can better serve their needs as one of our members.
When I arrived here last year I didn’t fully appreciate the number and scope of all the events that MEUW conducts during the
course of the year. Kicking off with the Joint Superintendents Conference in January, our Annual Conference, Management
Training, Customer Service Roundtables, Watt Hour Meter Workshop, Accounting and Customer Service Seminar, through
the year to our Fall District Dinners, we present trainings and opportunities for our members to network on a regular and
frequent basis.
I need to mention our advocacy programs as well. Both the APPA Rally in DC, as well as our Legislative Day in Madison are
other great events that allow our members to come together around issues of mutual concern. We have had success this year
on the legislative front fending off efforts to restrict our revenue from private companies that want to place attachments on
our facilities or poles. We must remain vigilant and be continually engaged with legislators and regulators in order to protect
our members from changes like this that could negatively impact our members.
I also have been impressed with the extent of service that MEUW provides to our members beyond the traditional advocacy
that is normally provided by an association like ours. Our Regional Safety Program is substantial, reaching beyond our
members and into the communities that they serve. The program has strengthened this year under Mike Czuprynko’s
leadership, and we anticipate more positive developments as we move into the new year.
Job Training and Safety is also a core benefit to our members. Steve Hedden has generously shared his valuable institutional
knowledge with me throughout the year, while the addition of Jake Kallies has given us a strong addition with a fresh
perspective on how we can help our linemen make safety a top priority. I was very impressed by the professionalism both
displayed in coordinating and delivering our mutual aid response to hurricane Irma.
This year we also took on additional activities in order to help our association and our members meet new and pressing
challenges. Working with WPPI we held two timely events. One was the Cyber Security Desktop Exercise done in conjunction
with APPA and the Department of Energy. The second was a Territorial Seminar led by attorney Anita Gallucci directed at
helping our members better understand legal and regulatory issues regarding their service territory.
Finally, we have embarked on the creation of a strategic plan to help lead MEUW into the future. MEUW has been through
tremendous change internally, and faces a rapidly changing business and regulatory environment. By laying out a strategic
plan for our organization, we are working to strengthen MEUW so that we can effectively assist our members in safely
navigating the fast-changing utility environment that we all face, both now and in the future.

Jeff Stone
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Safety Notes

From Mike Czuprynko, MEUW Regional Safety Manager

2018 is just around the corner, and the Regional Safety Program is ready to make another step
forward. We are looking to expand our team to help with workloads, and give us the resources
to serve other communities that are not currently in the Regional Safety Management Program
(RSMP). Whether that would be for anybody that would like to go through an ala-cart training,
and/or to join our program and receive the full benefit of our safety services. The team and I are
very excited for this opportunity; we have been working very hard this past year to enhance our training by adding new
equipment and revamping our deliveries, updating our written program templates, streamlining our audits and inspections
with new reporting software...the list goes on. We would love to show how we can help those that are not benefiting from
the program. I would encourage anybody that has even the slightest interest, to reach out to me and we can discuss how our
program would benefit your community.
We are here to interpret and help execute safety regulations, which are state and federal laws, so ask yourself, what happens
when you’re not complying with a state and federal law? What are the repercussions? Nobody wants to be in that position,
and that’s where we come in. The Department of Safety and Professional Services (DSPS) are very familiar with MEUW’s
safety program; we have a reputable product that we are ready to serve to others.
Staying on topic with improvements, there is still time to join MSDSonline through MEUW: We have 17 communities
that are currently interested, which puts the price per community at $1127 per year, that’s 60% cheaper than what the cost
would be if you decide to go on your own! And we can continue to keep driving that price down with more participants.
Each participant makes a difference, there is a price break for every community that joins. The following is a high-level price
breakdown (note-these are annual costs): 1 Member- $2,742, 10 Members- $1,664, 20 Members- $977, 30 Members- $678,
40 Members- $549.
If you’re looking for peace of mind with your Safety Data Sheets and labels, without worry about if you have an updated
version if they’re in GHS format, or even if you have an SDS for a product, then MSDSonline is the answer for you.
Again, anybody that has interest, please feel free to contact me.
This is an exciting time for our Regional Safety Program, and we want to share this excitement with you, we know we can
provide a great, quality product, our team has worked very hard all year to do that, and take the program to the next level.
With that said, don’t be afraid to reach out and learn more about how you can benefit from the RSMP.

Mike Czuprynko

Municipal Utility Counsel
ENERGY • TELECOMMUNICATIONS • WATER & WASTEWATER
ENVIRONMENTAL • CELL TOWER LEASES • LABOR & EMPLOYMENT
LAND USE • RIGHT-OF-WAY MANAGEMENT • GREEN STRATEGIES

MADISON WI | (608) 257-9521 | BOARDMANCLARK.COM
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10-Hour OSHA Seminar
From Steve Hedden, MEUW JT&S Instructor

November 29-30, Marshfield, WI - Click here to register!
The MEUW will again be hosting a 10 Hour OSHA seminar provided by Matt Edmonds of SET
Solutions LLC. This 10-hour OSHA Seminar is specifically designed by SET Solutions, to cover
safety regulations that apply specifically to electric utilities. Attending this seminar will be beneficial
for supervisors, utility directors, general managers, foreman, lineman and anyone who has an active role in the safety of the
utility and its employees. This course will help you to understand the rules which dictate required safe work practices, and
relevant tool and equipment requirements. The knowledge gained in this seminar will help you to make decisions on the
jobsite and in directing your utility to reduce risk. In addition, for those who supply equipment or tools that help utility
workers to meet OSHA requirements this course will provide you with knowledge needed to choose the correct equipment.
Training will conform to OSHA Training Institute (OTI) requirements and will include a review of OSHA’s new electric
power standards, OSHA’s role in worker safety, contractor/host employer information sharing requirements, switching and
tagging requirements and fall protection. The instructor Matt Edmond’s comprehensive curriculum and thought-provoking
stories will help you relate the materials to your utility operations and give you a clear picture of what you need to do to
achieve or maintain compliance. Each participant that successfully completes the class will receive a certificate of completion
and an OSHA pocket card.
The course will be held at the Hotel Marshfield in Marshfield Wisconsin on November 29 – 30, 2017. This hotel has been
beautifully remodeled and will provide a great location for this seminar. Please mark your calendars and join us there.
Registration information will be available soon on the MEUW website.

Steve Hedden
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Why Should We Put Policies and Procedures in Writing
From Mike Martin, MEUW Regional Safety Coordinator - Region 4

If your municipality is small or large or if it operates under a close-knit management group, policies
may be “understood.” This means that while you may not have written policies, supervisors and
foreman have good idea of what the expectations of the municipality are regarding issues that
pertain to employees.
Relaying on “understood” policies, however, may lead to misunderstandings. For example, the
Electric and Light Department Supervisor calls a meeting and launches into a tirade about the number of employees he
sees not wearing appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE). One foreman may interpret it as a decided shift in the
municipalities policy toward this requirement. He responds with a crackdown on lapses in following PPE requirements
in his area, disciplining every employee who fails to wear PPE when appropriate. Another foreman that was present at the
same meeting, does not take the supervisor’s tirade as seriously. He knows that lapses will occur. Besides, he is certain that
the supervisor was not directing his comments at his area. He knows there are other areas within the Electric and other
departments that are far less strict about PPE than he is. So, he decides to sit tight for a while and wait for this “storm” to blow
over before he does anything drastic.
Just imagine the kind of resentment and frustration a situation like this might create. What if a few of the employees from
the department eat lunch together and begin to compare notes on how their foreman reacted to the supervisor’s tirade? The
individual whose foreman disciplined him will have good reason to be upset. On an organization-wide basis, this can mean lower
morale and productivity, more grievances, and understandably poor relations between the foreman and employees. In addition,
neither foreman has done anything that will consistently improve employee compliance with the requirement to wear PPE.
Supervisors and foreman who have worked for the same municipality for a number of years may think they understand its policies.
Usually all they really have is a sense of how their peers and predecessors have handled similar situations in the past. Other
supervisors go on instinct, dealing with each situation as it arises and relying on their own “good” judgment to make the right
decisions. Either approach will almost certainly result in inconsistencies. These inconsistencies can result in misunderstandings,
grievances, and even lawsuits. There have been many instances where supervisors and foreman have taken a single supervisor’s
decision – with no written policy to back it – as “policy setting.” The decision has then influenced many similar decisions by other
supervisors and foreman throughout the organization. If the original decision was sound, this may not result in any immediate
disastrous consequences. What happens, however, if that supervisor acted illogically, irrationally, or even illegally? Supervisors
and foremen who think they are in accordance with “municipal” policy may repeat the original error in judgement many times.
These kinds of situations illustrate why a policy manual is absolutely essential in today’s complex, competitive, and regulationridden work environment. Employers cannot expect their supervisors or foreman to keep up with the many forces that
continually shape a municipality’s policy. Among these forces are the latest changes in the law, changes in the character of
the work force and its expectations, and changes in operations. There should be a single, current, authoritative source of
guidance and information that they can use when making decisions or enforcing policy. This will reduce the tendency to
act on memory or instinct. With a policy manual, supervisors and foreman will be able to act decisively, fairly, legally and
consistently. Employees will also know that their supervisors or foreman are acting in accordance with municipal policy as
well as applicable federal and state regulations.
Of course, a policy manual may not answer all your problems. Your supervisors and foreman must know what your policies
regarding employee safety and health are, and understanding the reasons behind them. Without this understanding, you
cannot expect them to carry the policies out with the commitment that is so vital to their effectiveness. Take for example
your right-to-know program as an example. Let’s say a supervisor must hire a large number of summer workers and get them
in the field quickly. The supervisor knows it is your policy to provide all new hires in that department with right-to-know
training as the Occupational Safety and Health Act requires. However, the supervisor has projects that need immediate
attention and would like to ignore the requirement, especially since the employees are short term. If supervisors do not
understand how the failure to comply with OSHA might result in injury to employees and/or fines to the municipality, they
may not cooperate with your effort to provide employees with a safe and healthful workplace.

Mike Martin
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Hitting the Ground Running

From Eric Searing, Marketing and Member Services Manager
I just want to say thank you to everyone for the warm welcome since I have joined the staff here at
the MEUW! I am looking forward to meeting more of you in the days, weeks and months ahead.
To say that things have been busy since I came aboard the MEUW team here in September would
be an understatement. All of us here have been working hard to ensure that we are doing our best
to deliver valuable seminars and training for you and your staff.
Earlier last month we partnered with WPPI to hold a Territorial Seminar conducted by Boardman and Clark Attorney Anita
Galluci that covered the right-to-serve and territorial challenges facing publicly owned utilities. As October came to a close,
Dave Krause of Krause Power Engineering and Linda Pophal joined us and close to 40 of our MEUW Management Training
Program participants to discuss the finer points of risk management, succession planning and strategic planning.
The end of October also saw us restart an old MEUW favorite, the return of district dinner meetings. According to our
records, it appears that 2014 was the last time we held district dinners around the state. We kicked off the first of our 7
scheduled dinner meetings by hosting Districts 7, 9 and 10 at Hi-Way Harry’s in Johnson Creek followed by District 4 at
Machut’s Supper Club in Two Rivers.
Please be sure to check the MEUW website for locations and to register for the remaining upcoming dinners. Moving
forward, we hope to hold these with regularity every Fall in the years to come. The dinners are a terrific way to break bread
with your neighboring utilities and communities, hear about what is going on at the state and federal level and to share what
is happening in your area.
Some of you have begun asking about the Joint Superintendents Conference in January. We are working diligently to put
together an interesting and informative program. Stay tuned!
Now that November is here, I would like to give early thanks ahead of Veterans Day to all our members who have served
or are serving in the Armed Forces. For those that may have served in the Marine Corps, I also want to say “Happy 242nd
Birthday!” If you’re heading out for gun deer season, have a safe and successful hunt. Lastly, have a Happy Thanksgiving!

Eric Searing

60 years of

UTILITY KNOW-HOW
We’ve got the electrical, safety and MRO
products you need to get the job done.

262.347.2199 | borderstates.com
N29W23606 Woodgate Court E | Pewaukee WI
20-1669 (2015-06)
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A Word From Jake Kallies continued...
Overall, the people of Florida were great and very appreciative of the
help. Most were amazed at the amount of work the crew did while we
were there. We even heard a comment that the group was crazy for going
at the pace they did for so long. What we were able to accomplish is the
result of the work ethic instilled in us here in the Midwest and the drive
of our guys to help those in need.
However, it would not have been so successful without the foremen
in charge of the crews and the extra work they put in. Those foremen
stepped up and ensured that everyone worked safe and efficiently on
the crews and put up with the constant phone calls and extra duties of
the crew leader position. Thank you to those foremen and their crew
members:
Tony Schuchardt (Mike Parker, Steve Attoe, Ryan Rhoehrborn, Tony
Luell, Neil Jack, Corey Huntley, Barry Breitrick, Ben Samsa, Austin
Neis, Dennis Duren)
Jim Seefluth (Robert Olwell, Jon Vissers, Jared Hartl, Brad Wood,
Scott Miltimore, Luke Heideman,Aarron Reichlin, James Bleeker)
Adam Carrol (Aaron Retzlaff, Gage Wainio, John Salscheider, Justin
Bearman, Jacob Zipperer, Matt Kiecker)
Troy Murphy/Shawn Dilley (Dave Koenig, Dylan Severson, Curt Krielkamp, Keith Priesgen, Matt Robison, Jordan
Robertson, Carl Deans, Kurt Meyer)
Also, we can’t forget the Plymouth Tree crew. They worked with every one of our crews, always did what was asked of them,
whether it was trimming or being a ground man for the lineman, and they worked hard at it. Thank you, Gary Schallock,
Mitchell Krewald, Bruce Pfiefer.
So, in conclusion, I can't put into words how grateful I am for all these professionals and the work they did. My number one
goal was to go down there, be safe and bring everyone back in the same shape they left. My second goal was to help as many
people as we could in our time there. I believe that we greatly exceeded both of those goals and everyone should be extremely
proud of all those that went.
Thanks So Much!

Jake Kallies

MEUW Job Training and Safety
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Upcoming Events
Management Training
Program: Session C Wraps Up
Pictured From Left to Right Are Dave Krause from Krause
Power Engineering, Shawn Marsh of Marshfield, Melissa
Barnes of Marshfield and MEUW Executive Director Jeff
Stone. Shawn and Melissa were two of five graduates who
successfully completed the MEUW Management Training
Program at Session C in October.

Nov. 2

District 3 Dinner Meeting - Woodland
Supper Club , Gresham

Nov. 14

Districts 5 & 6 Dinner Meeting - Reedsburg
Country Club, Reedsburg

Nov. 15

District 8 Dinner Meeting - Red's Supper
Club, Cuba City

Nov. 28

District 2 Dinner Meeting - Skyline Golf
Course, Black River Falls

Nov. 29

District 1 Dinner Meeting - Lehman's
Supper Club, Rice Lake

Nov. 29-30 OSHA 10-Hour - Hotel Marshfield,
Marshfield
Jan. 17-19

MEUW/WI REC Joint Superintendent's
Conference - Glacier Canyon Lodge,
Wisconsin Dells

Feb. 26-28

APPA Legislative Rally - Mayflower Hotel,
Washington, D.C.

Mark your calendars! Visit the MEUW website for a full list.

Districts 7, 9, 10 - Dinner Meeting
MEUW Executive Director Jeff Stone gave updates on what
is happening at the State and Federal Level at Hi-Way Harry's
in Johnson Creek during the District Dinner Meeting held for
district 7, 9 and 10. We had 28 attendees that included utility
managers, commissioners and locally elected officials from
MEUW member communities.
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Classifieds
Manitowoc Public Utilities has openings for
a water system operator and journeyman
line technician. The water system operator 's
responsibilities include the control, operation, and
maintenance of the state-of-the-art Microfiltration
Water Treatment Plant and related production
facilities, and maintenance and repair of the water
distribution system and related facilities. The
journeyman line technician will be responsible
for constructing and maintaining electric power
facilities up to 69 kilovolts. Click here for complete
job descriptions and application details.
The Village of Cadott is looking to hire a
Lead Journeyman Lineman. The candidate
must be capable of performing all aspects of
electric distribution overhead and underground
construction. Click here for a complete job
description and application details.
Send your employment opportunities to
info@meuw.org.

Jeff recently had to travel outside of the state of
Wisconsin, can you guess where this solar generator is?
Wisconsin is filled with extraordinary communities,
people and things to see. The Badger State is loaded
with amazing destinations! Executive Director, Jeff
Stone, will be out and about visiting Wisconsin. Look
here for snapshots to figure out…where in Wisconsin
is Jeff Stone?
Submit your guess to info@meuw.org and you could
win a MEUW prize package.
WINNERS
JULY (River Falls): Lori Nyhus - Cumberland Municipal Utilities
AUGUST (Hazel Green) Jim Goffinet - Village of Benton
SEPT. (Two Rivers): Okho Bohn-Hagedorn - Energis, Green Bay
OCTOBER (Manitowoc): Jason Bieri - Sturgeon Bay
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YOUR WISCONSIN
TRAILER SOURCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pole trailers
Cable reel trailers
Multi reel trailers
Cargo trailers
Combo trailers
Custom trailers
CR Reels
Light bars

Contact Tim Kenfield @ 920-915-4725, tkenfield@schuttindustries.com
185 Industrial Ave. Clintonville, WI 54929, www.schuttindustries.com
BEHIND YOU ALL THE WAY!

“THE TRANSFORMER PEOPLE”®

WE BUY,
SELL, RENT
AND DELIVER

DENNIS VAN DAM

PO BOX 180, COLMAN, SD 57017
(605) 534-3555 • FAX (605) 534-3861
DIAL DIRECT FREE 800-843-7994
dennis@trelectric.com • http://www.t-r.com

Register now for
Webinars
An internet connection and a computer are all you need
to educate your entire staff for just $99. Register today at
www.PublicPower.org/Academy and click on webinars.
Non-members enter coupon code MEUW to receive the
member rate.
n

• Directional Drilling

n

• Trenching & Plowing
• Fiber Splicing
BUILDING TOMORROW’S UTILITIES TODAY.

n

From Procurement to Recovery: Understanding the
FEMA Grant Process Webinar Series
FEMA Basics for the Municipal Utility Nov. 14
Workforce Webinar Series
Game Changers and Gaps in the Energy Workforce
Pipeline Nov. 15
Customer Engagement Webinar Series
Using Online Customer Engagement Strategies
to Improve Satisfaction and Program Participation
Nov. 16

1.866.370.2243 • email: info@jrundergroundllc.com
916 Blake Street • P.O. Box 82 • Blanchardville, WI 53516

www.jrundergroundllc.com
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